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Abstract
The key concept of ADN is that network design and evolution should be driven by network applications and usages. The
ADN architecture is fundamentally different from traditional network architectures, which aim to optimize network
operation and resource usage. This is the first time that the industry proposes the concept that the network should serve
for applications. This new network architecture overthrows the traditional line of thoughts on operating networks, which
aim to optimize network resources. The fundamental difference between the ADN architecture and existing network
architectures is on the top layer of network design. The ADN architecture does not simply map multiple applications to
the physical networks that serve as communication pipes; instead, ADN aims to customize the end-to-end
communication for different applications and to optimize the quality of experience for end users. ADN is an insightful
concept of network system design, built upon system implementation as well as modeling and theory. Among which,
information consumption theory, information control theory and information dissemination theory are the bases and we
will share some of the new progresses in this ICCCN2016.
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